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Dear Intercessors,
I am sending you the notes from the gathering in Fort
Smith Arkansas that Kingsley Walker took last
Sunday evening. Even though you may not live in
Arkansas, what happens in that state effects you. Just
as Illinois is the "Apostolic State" and Missouri the
"Show me Your Glory State" the grace given to
Arkansas is "The State the will Expose and Dislodge
the Serpent" that is important to the heart of America.
Remember we do not just war for our small corner,we
are warring for awakening in the HEART of America.
There are words here concerning gates and
momentum that will help you move forward.
Bless you,
James

Arise Arkansas
Chuck Pierce February 2008
The Mayor of Ft. Smith gave Chuck the key to the
frontier
Key to the Frontier…
The key actually fits the jail in Ft. Smith (old key, old
jail).

Received an official pardon to use any way he sees fit.

Thoughts about the new prayer movement…quick
update…Chuck isn’t supposed to spearhead or lead
this movement…just be at the right place at the right
time in order to assure success…go and align with
leaders and watch them mobilize their territory…join
your anointing with other’s anointing and corporately
there will be a shift and a breakthrough in that
territory. We are not contending w/ each other we
are contending for the land and the territory that God
has spoken to us to take.

October…River Flush…Chuck goes to Eldorado…great
change over the next 8 years that will change the face
of this nation…things will come forth from Ark. That
has never come forth before…

Ft. Smith had and held the key to the frontier of this
nation. It still holds the key. We are well represented
at this gate…the western gate. Some things Chuck is
seeing:

5768 info…Samekh Chet…Exodus 23…forty
days…surround your inheritance, surrounding…come
full circle and then breakout and
breakthrough…8…Chet…the concept of new
beginnings…in this season of coming full circle, we’ve
come to the place of new beginnings…the new has
begun…something fresh is happening…some sort of
change is going on…

Becoming one new man in 5768

Restoring a harvest mentality among us.

8 linked with the season we’re
in….HOTNESS…fire…tell them they will be the first
state to see the fire and the hotness that is in store
for the nation…September this was spoken…then the
fires came. They were the beginning of the change.

Houston…key city…watch Houston. Dubai. The
Middle East. Decree the Middle East will be different.
April…Chuck heard that LSU would win the national
championship…they did. This was to get our
attention.

He’s surrounding Arkansas. Arkansas is a focus in the
heart of God. Chet. Grasping the moment and gaining
momentum, impulse, to produce new life. A new
season has begun. The reproach that was on
Arkansas. Will no longer be there by the end of the
year. What has been will not carry over into this
season. This year is not about who will win the
election. Who will gain momentum and win at the
GATE. We must watch momentum and what God is
doing. Hebrew…numbers have word meaning.
Pictures. See by the Spirit what He is doing.
Notice…in 2008 this is the year of gates. What will
the Lord be doing at the gates of each region? 12

gates to every region. But 4 prominent gates.
Momentum to propel you through a new gate. Sept.
Oct. will see us shifting out of this season. The next
10 years is about contending for wealth…fighting for
it…the economic structure of the past season will no
longer be the same. How do we get through into this
new gate that God has for us this year?

Picture of a fort….walls….with Chet superimposed
over it. America is a covenant nation so the election is
in God’s perfect timing. How will momentum carry us
into the new season? Back up and see my people
gathering at their gates…I want to raise up a new
fresh movement, what is happening in new ways.
There is a way in for you…he has already formed the
way in for you …

See heavens open gate.
Hear his
Gain the revelation to establish your next overcoming
Allow the catalyst that enters your life to create a
lasting change
Super abound in grace
Gain momentum and go beyond

There’s a sound that precedes movement. You must
gain revelation at this gate and this moment.
Something will begin moving in you that will come
against the enemy’s ability to stop or stump you. You

move on through. Watch the catalysts…how do we
get to a place in this state where from this meeting
everything else begins to move. All 8’s are linked with
super abounding grace. He’s not looking at all your
past mistakes…but he’s looking at you leaping
forward in a leap year. How do we grab hold of
momentum and go beyond.

Momentum is linked with understanding the moment.
You’re here and you’ve created a moment that creates
an atmospheric change. Supply that couldn’t get
through will now get through. Get ready to move
forward and gain momentum at the western gate.
Num. 10, Rev. 21:13

Momentum is linked with movement and force.
Biblically a gate is a place of authority. Every key gate
(prominence, historically) becomes the place of
authority. It’s where the king would gain an
audience. He needs you to be here responding to him
in order for him to make decrees and see things move
into motion. It’s the place of contending. God… “Let
me anoint you to contend again.” It’s a place where
market activities take place. When you come together
you release something in the atmosphere to break
forward. And watch how the spirit of God begins to
lead you. The gate was a place of bargaining. You
had to go there to get the news. To really hear what
was being said. It was a key place in a region where
you addressed in an area. What is heard there is a
place of influence…a place o f awareness, influence,
and contending (by watching). This gate is a place
where you watch…it’s an entryway to see something
come in.

How does He create movement? We’ve been
welcomed into this city…the red carpet has been laid
out by the mayor…we now have access in to do
something at this gate…I’ll give you access in…you
will decree…then things will begin to happen. Every
time it was time for a movement, they would take a
silver trumpet and begin to blow it. There was a
sound released that would cause all the tribes to come
together and position themselves to move. One sound
caused the tribes to come together. The next sound
caused leaders to come together. The other sound
was the shofar as the sound of heaven bringing
people to alertness to gather at the gate.

Three forces, three tribes, were at the western gate.
The movement of the army of God. Ezek. 48, Numbers
10, Rev. 21. God amassed his people at the gate.

Gad
Ashur
Naphtali

What did these tribes mean? Types…symbols…

Gad was the troop that would gather. A type of
warfare strategy that would open up or guard the
movement.

Ashur always was provision and prosperity. There at
the w gate there had to be an unlocking of prov. And
prosperity to releas all

Naphtali was communication. How would comm.. Go
forth that would change the course for the movement
to take place.

Strategy to contend. Communication being clear.
Provision being released. The Lord knew we had to
have a meeting here because there are provisions that
are not being released that must be released in order
to set the course for the next 8 years.

There’s communications here that the enemy’s trying
to distort. There must be clear communication by the
leaders in this state. When they say something it
won’t be twisted.

There’s got to be provision to move forward for
Kingdom advancement or we will be stopped and we
can’t advance. Someway at the Western gate there’s
an unlocking of provision.

Gate from the West. A Wind that will blow from the
West that will begin. Biblically…naturally…the west
wind signifies what is necessary to blow away the sins
and the reproach of the past season. It’s like a wind

of judgment and it blows away reproach. We must
invite the wind of the spirit to blow and unseat the
reproach of the last season. Ark. Has held great
prominence in the nation, but it has also held great
reproach. So that it doesn’t influence the next season
Exod. 10:19.

We’re setting the course at this gate. When that
trumpet blows things begin to happen. At every
place…a gate was where our faith was tested, but if
we overcame we were given authority to take the
territory before us.

I’m giving you this gate NOW in Arkansas…I’m
bringing change in this gate. I’m realigning. Plumb
line dropped. No longer can this state remain the
same. Plumb line given to the state senator.

After you’ve surrounded this state I’ll give you the
stronghold.
I will give you Little Rock
I will cause the city to come alive and acknowledge
me

South Gate…Obed Edom (El Dorado)

Wisdom with wealth.

It’s a New Season

It’s a new season
It’s a new day
A fresh anointing is coming my way
It’s a season of power and prosperity

I feel seasons everywhere
I feel blessings in the air
Those seeds that you’ve sown
They will come unto your own
Those seasons
James Nesbit
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